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In our daily routine, we leave our home daily for our work or studies; we just lock our cupboard,
room and home. We leave the home without any fear, and then we unlock our car and move to
office. At parking, we lock the car again and walk to our workplace. We unlock the door and start
working. We do not realize that how our life is so influenced by Locks and keys, which make our
lives so secure and keeping us without being fearful of any theft. This is really a blessing in our life.
We do not realize the effort and hard work of the people who are providing us these services and
making us feel secure and safe. These people are so humble that they are doing such a good deed
but still they are not getting any remarkable appreciation. At once, if we think our life without any
type of lock and keys, it seems so frightening that how we could save our precious things? Like; our
Money, Laptops, Computers and jewelry etc. Retention of anything in our life would be so uncertain.
We would have lost our valuable things so often. It is only a man who is helping us in keeping our
precious assets safe and that is a Locksmith. Locksmiths are also called Lock Masters.

Locksmith is the man who is always eager to work for the security of people. Locksmithing is not just
only a job but also a virtue. It has a vital role in our daily routine, although we do not notice.
Locksmith is a professional who works for different sort of locking systems to lock different things,
for example; car, door, window, box, diary and cupboards etc. locksmith designs, manufactures,
repairs and installs the locking systems. Locksmith has a strong brain who knows the value of
application of each lock and designs it accordingly, like; if a lock is to be applied to secure a money
box, The designs it so technically that no matter how costly it is, it should be fool proof and if a lock
is required to lock a diary, he develops it in simple conventional way which does not make the diary
unnecessarily expensive.

Locksmith should be very honest to himself and his job because a dishonestlock mastercan be
destructive to the society as he knows different ways to bypass or break the lock. He can misuse his
skill in thefts and robberies. He must not be involved in providing illegal duplicate keys and
unlocking solutions to anyone. Locksmithing seems a very little profession in our society but if we go
deeper into the meanings of this profession it is undoubtedly serving people very much in daily life
by providing them security at every step and making their lives peaceful. We should always give full
respect and honor to this profession and professionals. No doubt our Life would be so uncertain
without their skills and their commitment to the job.
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